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Abstract
In this article we describe two different strategies for the automatic tagging of a Spanish diachronic corpus involving the adaptation
of existing NLP tools developed for modern Spanish. In the initial approach we follow a state-of-the-art strategy, which consists on
standardizing the spelling and the lexicon. This approach boosts POS-tagging accuracy to 90, which represents a raw improvement
of over 20% with respect to the results obtained without any pre-processing. In order to enable non-expert users in NLP to use this
new resource, the corpus has been integrated into IAC (Corpora Interface Access). We discuss the shortcomings of the initial approach
and propose a new one, which does not consist in adapting the source texts to the tagger, but rather in modifying the tagger for the
direct treatment of the old variants.This second strategy addresses some important shortcomings in the previous approach and is likely
to be useful not only in the creation of diachronic linguistic resources but also for the treatment of dialectal or non-standard variants of
synchronic languages as well.

1.

Introduction

The increasing availability of computational resources is
opening new avenues for the study of linguistic change
that not that long ago would have been unthinkable. The
use of quantitative data allows linguists to track specific
changes in the evolution of a language as well as to identify
and describe general trends of change that would otherwise
be very hard to trace accurately. Thus resources such as
corpora and NLP tools are clearly becoming an indispensable tool enabling us to access diachronic data in an easier,
faster and more efficient way than it was possible for traditional linguists. Some examples of the kinds of research
results made possible by incorporating currently available
NLP resources and techniques to the study of the evolution of a language can be seen for instance in (Han and
Kroch, 2000), a study of the rise of do-Support in English
using data from the Penn-Helsinki Parsed Corpus of Middle English, or (Sagi et al., 2009), which traces the semantic change of dog, deer and do by comparing the density
of semantic vector clusters using a corpus derived from the
Helsinki corpus. For other languages such as Spanish, however, the on-line resources available to the research community are rather limited. Thus, despite the quantity and quality of the documents included in electronic corpora such as
CORDE1 or Corpus del Español2 , researchers interested in
the evolution of the Spanish language cannot conduct the
type of studies conducted on the evolution of the English
language due to the fact that the diachronic corpora available for this language are scarcely annotated with linguistic information and and the range of query options is not
suffiently broad.
In order to overcome these limitations, we have embarked
in a project that seeks to build resources to enable researchers to study the evolution of Spanish in the same
depth as it is now possible for English. This resource has to
satisfy three requirements: (i) the texts should be enriched

with linguistic information, (ii) they should also contain paleographic information and (iii) the corpus should be easy
to use by non-experts in NLP. To do this we are proceeding
to annotate existing diachronic texts with morphosyntactic
information and integrating the resulting corpus in a flexible search interface. In this paper we provide an overview
of the architecture and design decisions we have made to
annotate and represent this corpus.

2.

In the initial stages of this project, we have worked with
the electronic texts compiled, transcribed and edited by the
Hispanic Seminary of Medieval Studies (HSMS).3 These
texts, all critical editions of the original manuscripts, comprise a variety of genres (fiction and non-fiction) from the
12th until the 16th century and consist of more than 20 million words.
Working with the type of diachronic documents published
by the HSMS poses some difficulties that are not usually
encountered when working with traditional synchronic corpora. In the first place, these documents are characterized
by a considerable variation in the spelling of words. Several different spellings of the same word can be found not
only in texts from the same period but even within the same
text (Sánchez-Prieto, 2005). An additional difficulty when
working with high quality editions of medieval texts such
as the ones produced by the HSMS is that these documents
are enriched with a number of different symbols and special characters encoding information from the paleographic
transcription of the old manuscripts.
Preserving this kind of information is vital for research in
historical linguistics since in many cases these symbols provide clues that might prove to be very important to determine the relevance of certain linguistic data (e.g. margin
annotations, scribal or editorial deletions and changes, revi3
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Data and challenges

See Corfis et al. (1997), Herrera and de Fauve (1997), Kasten
et al. (1997), Nitti and Kasten (1997), O’Neill (1999), Sánchez et
al. (2003)
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sions introduced in the manuscript by different scribes or in
different periods, etc.; see Fontana (1993)). As we will see,
these inherent difficulties determined the strategies adopted
in the different stages of this project.

3.

State of the art

Up to now, two different approaches have been adopted
in order to enrich historical corpora with morphosyntactic
information: manual annotation or automatic tagging followed by human correction. The former approach has been
adopted in the annotation of large diachronic corpora such
as the Corpus do Portugués4 (Davies, 2002) and the Tycho
Brahe (Britto et al., 2002). The latter has been adopted
in projects such as the Penn Historical Corpora5 , The YorkToronto-Helsinki Parsed Corpus of Old English Prose (Taylor, 2007; Kroch and Taylor, 1995), the Corpus of Early
English Correspondence CEEEC (Raumolin-Brunberg and
Nevalainen, 2007).
A variant of the second strategy has recently been used in
a number of projects (Rayson et al., 2007; Ernst-Gerlach
and Fuhr, 2007; Baron and Rayson, 2008), namely, to
standardize the corpora prior to their annotation with NLP
tools. In these projects, spelling variants in historical English and German texts were identified and subsequently
mapped onto their modern equivalents (i.e. the standardized or modernized forms). This is the approach we initially
followed to annotate our corpus, as explained next.

4.

Initial approach

The initial approach involved creating a standardized version of the source texts, and subsequently tagging the resulting normalized corpus with a modern Spanish tagger
(FreeLing6 ).
In order to generate a standardized version of the texts two
types of rules were applied: (i) regular rules, which map
syllabic bigrams or trigrams independently of the word, and
(ii) lexical rules, which map old forms onto their standard
equivalents in those cases in which no regularities in the
spelling are found. The tagger then assigns one morphological tag and one lemma to each form. This strategy boosts
the accuracy of the tagging to 90%. This is around 15%
more than the accuracy obtained in the tagging without preprocessing.
4.1. Variants and mapping rules
Spelling variation in historical Spanish texts is very noticeable throughout the medieval period. As mentioned in Section 2., several variants of the same word can be found
not only in texts created within the same general historical period but also within the same text even when this has
been transcribed by a single scribe. A certain normalization
in the spelling of the words can be seen in the texts produced by public notaries during the kingdom of Fernando

III (1217-1252) and Alfonso X El Sabio (1252-1284), who
followed the uses of the Castilian chancellery. However,
it is not until the 15th century that a certain unification in
the spelling uses is observed. In the normalization of the
spelling the most noteworthy date is 1517, when the Reglas
de Ortographı́a written by Nebrija were published (Nebrija,
1517). Two centuries later, after the establishment of the
Real Academia de la Lengua Española,7 a new era of normative grammars and spelling rules began, with the subsequent decrease of spelling variants in texts. Ironically,
spelling variation is starting to become prevalent again in
mobile phone text messages, chats, blogs, etc., so we believe some of the techniques proposed here to process historical texts might prove useful to handle variation in these
kinds of contemporary texts.
Different factors could play a role in the type of spelling
variation present in the Old Spanish texts. Among them,
the influence of Latin and paleographical and typographical factors stand out. As it is well-known, Latin was the
most prestigious language throughout the Middle Ages in
Western Europe. In the absence of clear spelling rules for
the emerging Romance varieties, Latin was the only available model for scribes. Paleographical factors, such as the
available space on the folio or the typography being used,
could also influence the choice of one spelling variant (Torrens, 2002; Sánchez-Prieto, 2005).
Although at first sight this variation seems arbitrary, some
regularities can be found. For example, the ñ usually appears in old texts as n or nn, as the Latin geminated variant (donna/dona, ‘mistress’). The characters i, j, and y are
also found in the texts representing the same sound. The
u represents both a consonant and a vocal sound. Thus,
besides representing the vocalic sound /u/, the letter u was
also often used to represent a consonantic sound (possibly
a voiced labiodental fricative or perhaps a voiced bilabial
fricative as some authors have suggested) in words such as
cauallo (‘horse’) or ueer (‘to see’).
In the initial approach, 49 mapping rules were created that
automatically mapped sequences of characters in an old
spelling variant onto the corresponding modern standard
variant. These mapping rules were based on the observed
regularities in the spelling of Old Spanish texts (SánchezPrieto, 2005). These rules are independent of the morphophonological context, although 18% of them are restricted to the beginning or the end of a word. Figure 1
shows some examples of these rules.
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Old variant
eio
oie
euo
uio
sçe
uen-rt

Modern variant
ejo
oge
evo
vio
ce
ven
-rte

Example
meiorar → mejorar
coier → coger
nueuo → nuevo
uio → vio
aparesçe → aparece
uenir → venir
cort → corte

Figure 1: Examples of the spelling rules.

7
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Input
en <e>l otro q<ue> ha de uenir.
% Pero destos

Additionally, a total of 7000 lexical mapping rules were
created to deal with the most frequent variants for words
not covered in the 49 regular mapping rules, such as those
produced by joined forms (quelos → que los, conel → con
el) or words without accent (consul → cónsul, perdon →
perdón). These rules directly transformed old variants into
the corresponding current spellings.
4.2. Architecture
The architecture adopted in the initial stage of the project
presented here is illustrated in Figure 2. In this initial approach the source texts were not directly analyzed by the
tagger. In the initial stage, the paleographic symbols were
deleted and the variants standardized by means of the two
types of rules explained in Section 4.1. Once the source
texts had been modernized, they were tagged. The whole
corpus was tagged following this strategy.

Output
en en SPS00
el el DA0MS0
otro otro PI0MS000
que que PR0CN000
ha haber VAIP3S0
de de SPS00
venir venir VMN0000
. . Fp
Pero pero CC
de de SPS00
estos este DD0MP0

Figure 3: Excerpt of the corpus, before and after standardization and POS-tagging. In the POS-tagged version, each
line contains one token, together with its lemma and POS
tag.
Accuracy
Original corpus
Standardized corpus

POS-tags
77.5
91.5

Lemmas
76.1
91.2

Table 1: Accuracy in POS-tags and lemmas, estimated on
four randomly chosen texts totalling 1500 tokens.

5.

Figure 2: Architecture for the initial approach.
Figure 3 illustrates what the source text and the output of
the preprocessing and tagging look like.8 In this process,
the analyzer assigns one tag and one lemma to each token
in the texts. Apart from standardazing the spelling (uenir
→ venir ‘to come’), note that the tokenization of Old Spanish is sometimes altered: The contracted form destos from
the original transcription is converted to de estos ‘of these’.
Also note that the paleographic symbols (<, >, %) are
deleted in the process, as they cannot be handled by the
tagger.
4.3. Results
As shown in Table 1, this approach yields a POS-tagging
accuracy of 91.5%, which is 14% more than the accuracy
achieved by simply tokenizing the original text.

9
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For further details on the standardizing procedure and the architecture, see Sánchez-Marco et al. (in press).

IAC: Corpora Interface Access

To enable non-expert users to make use of this new resource, the corpus and its linguistic annotations have been
integrated in IAC (Corpora Interface Access), a corpus interface created by Barcelona Media Centre d’Innovació and
Universitat Pompeu Fabra.9 IAC is a flexible and powerful tool that allows for the creation of multilingual userfriendly interfaces between a given corpus and the underlying search tool.10
To create an interface in IAC, the corpus must be formatted
according to the IAC specification (tabular format for attributes at word level and XML format for attributes affecting groups of words and metadata). The search interface is
then designed using a graphical tool (included in IAC) according to type of corpus and linguistic annotation involved
in each case.
The resulting on-line search interface is adapted to the characteristics of the corpus, mainly with respect to the types
of information that can be searched (for example, a lemmatized corpus will allow searches based on lemma). The
interface allows for 3 types of searches: simple, expert and
frequency-based.
Simple searches make it possible to search a specific
word (by form or lemma) and its POS (without features).
Advanced search allows searching key words in context
(KWIC). Moreover, each token can be restricted by form,
lemma and PoS tag (divided into features, i.e. gender or
number for nouns, mode for verbs, etc.). Searches can
also be restricted by metadata such as author, century, etc.
http://www.barcelonamedia.org/
IAC uses the IMS Open Corpus Workbench (CWB; http:
//cwb.sourceforge.net).
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See Figure 4 for an example illustrating a search for tener
(lemma) followed by a participle on texts from the 12th
century. The results obtained by the user are shown in Figure 5.

Figure 6: Example of a frequency-based search on the diachronic corpus in IAC. The user searches for pensar (Condition 1) followed by a preposition (Condition 2) in texts of
the 12th century.
Figure 4: Example of a search on the diachronic corpus
using IAC. The user searches for a participle (Condition 1)
followed by a verb (Condition 2) on texts from the 12th
century (see meta-information at the bottom).

Figure 7: Results of the frecuency-based search

Figure 5: Results of the advanced search in Figure 5.

The use of IAC also provides an easy way to obtain meaningful quantitative data from corpus searches. A search to
find the prepositions subcategorized by the verb pensar (to
think) is shown in Figure 6. The results are grouped in a
frequency table with the lemma pensar followed by the different prepositions (see Figure 7). It is also possible to access the sentence examples linked to the frequencies. The
results (statistics and sentences) produced by IAC (simple,
advanced and statistics search) can be also downloaded for
further processing.

6.

Discussion

6.1. Shortcomings of the initial approach
The approach we adopted at the initial stages of this project
had, however, some significant shortcomings. First, the tag-

ging accuracy is still far from the accuracy rate achieved by
state-of-the-art taggers (95% and above). Secondly, the tokens of the source texts are lost in the standardizing preprocess (recall examples uenir and destos from the previous
section) and establishing a mapping between each modernized form and its corresponding variants in the original texts
is not a trivial task. Thirdly, recovering the paleographic
information that is lost in the process also involves considerable technical difficulties. These problems could be
solved by indexing the non-standard variants from the original texts with the corresponding variants resulting from the
preprocessing tasks while also keeping indexes for all the
deleted paleographic symbols.
However, spelling variation is not the only difference between old and modern Spanish. There are also relevant
lexical and syntactic differences that pose a more difficult
challenge for the tagging and representation of the corpus.
For instance, syntactic constructions such as clitic postposition (dixol que ‘told him that’) that no longer exist in modern Spanish texts (le dijo que) add some further complica-
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tion to the indexing scheme contemplated above. Thus, the
state of the art approach we adopted as explained in Section
4. turned out to be rather impractical and seemed to create
some problems whose solutions seemed to be far from trivial from a technical point of view.
6.2. Adapting the tagger
For these reasons, it seemed to us introducing the necessary modifications to the tagger in order to adapt it for the
processing of diachronic varieties of Spanish could have
significant advantages over a strategy involving the adaptation the source text to the tagger in its current form. The
new approach essentially involves using the existing modern Spanish tagger as a basis to create an Old Spanish tagger that automatically annotates old Spanish texts with a
lemma and a PoS tag. This approach avoids the standardizing preprocess, which was the source of the difficulties described above. Adapting the tagger is also a useful endeavor
in itself, as the resulting tool can be re-used to enrich other
historical texts. Since Freeling is an open source tool, it can
be further enhanced by the research community so that its
use can be extended to similar projects. Thus, much of the
work involved could be easily repurposed for the processing of diachronic texts from other Romance languages such
as Catalan, French or Italian.
The adaptation of the existing FreeLing Spanish library will
involve the expansion of the dictionary with the addition
of variants present in the source texts and the modification
of some other modules which are part of the library. Currently, the modules of FreeLing which are already adapted
to Old Spanish are the affixation and the corrector module.
The affixation module, linked to the dictionary, has been
expanded with productive suffixes present in old texts, such
as Old Spanish clitics (-gelo, -l, -li), variants of -mente adverbs (in -mientre, -mjente, -mjentre, -ment) or superlative
suffixes such as -issimo.11 Asystematic orthographic variation will be handled via a corrector module. In the future
the grammar will also be adapted to the type of syntactic
variation present in these texts.12
The main advantages of this approach are that the original
text does not need to be altered and that we can use FreeLing as a library (see Figure 8). Note that with the new architecture both the paleographic symbols and the plain tokens
are also parsed. The corresponding indices can thus be preserved and included in the corresponding offset position in
the tagged corpus. This approach is therefore more robust,
as it does not rely on an independent standardizing process.
As for the representation of the corpus, the new architecture greatly facilitates the inclusion of the different annotation levels in a stand-off format. Stand-off annotation stores
metadata (structural, linguistic, and paleographic information) separately from the data it describes (source text).
The main advantage of this representation is again that the
source text is not altered. Moreover, additional types of
11

Note that the strategy of using spelling correction techniques
for old texts has already been used with considerable success for
English and German (Rayson et al., 2007; Baron and Rayson,
2008; Ernst-Gerlach and Fuhr, 2007).
12
Note that the relax tagger in FreeLing is hybrid, allowing for
the addition of manual rules to the basic statistical tagger.

Figure 8: New architecture for the annotation of the diachronic corpus.
annotation (e.g., syntactic or semantic information) can be
added to the corpus in the future 13 .

7.

Conclusions and future work

In this paper we have examined two different strategies that
can be considered in the development of linguistically annotated diachronic corpora. Taggers developed for current
language varieties are poorly equipped to handle the wide
range of spelling variants that is typically encountered in
medieval texts. The first approach we considered involved
the standardization of the source texts so that existing taggers could be used in the annotation of the transformed versions of the texts.
This initial approach, however, has some significant shortcomings with respect to both the annotation and the representation of the corpus. In order to overcome these problems, we have proceeded to adapt an existing open source
tagger (Freeling) to handle the lexicon and grammar of the
Old Spanish texts. Together with the flexible web interface provided by IAC, the Spanish diachronic corpus that
we are in the process of creating will allow scholars to pursue new avenues of research that were previously not open.
The flexible architecture we have adopted will also make it
easy to continue to expand this corpus both in terms of its
coverage and in terms of its usefulness by adding new texts
and additional layers of linguistic annotation.
As far as we know, this is the first time that an existing
tagger has been adapted to process diachronic varieties of
the same language. We believe the methodology we have
described could also be used to adapt similar existing taggers to process non-standard linguistic varieties, whether
historical or contemporary (geographical or social dialects,
cyberlanguages, etc).
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